qMRLab: Quantitative MRI analysis, under one umbrella
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Summary

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has revolutionized the way we look at the human body. However, conventional MR scanners are not measurement devices. They produce digital images represented by “shades of grey”, and the intensity of the shades depends on the way the images are acquired. This is why it is difficult to compare images acquired at different clinical sites, limiting the diagnostic, prognostic, and scientific potential of the technology.

Quantitative MRI (qMRI) aims to overcome this problem by assigning units to MR images, ensuring that the values represent a measurable quantity that can be reproduced within and across sites. While the vision for quantitative MRI is to overcome site-dependent variations, this is still a challenge due to variability in the hardware and software used by MR vendors to produce quantitative MRI maps.

Although qMRI has yet to enter mainstream clinical use, imaging scientists see great promise in the technique’s potential to characterize tissue microstructure. However, most qMRI tools for fundamental research are developed in-house and are difficult to port across sites, which in turn hampers their standardization, reproducibility, and widespread adoption.

To tackle this problem, we developed qMRLab, an open-source software package that provides a wide selection of qMRI methods for data fitting, simulation and protocol optimization. It not only brings qMRI under one umbrella, but also facilitates its use through documentation that features online executable notebooks, a user friendly graphical user interface (GUI), interactive tutorials and blog posts.
MATLAB is the native development language of qMRLab, primarily because it is by far the most common choice among MRI methods developers. However, we have made a strong effort to lower licensing and accessibility barriers by supporting Octave compatibility and Docker containerization.

qMRLab started as a spin-off project of qMTLab (Cabana et al., 2015). In the meantime, a few other open-source software packages were developed, addressing the lack of qMRI consistency from different angles. QUIT (Wood, 2018) implemented an array of qMRI methods in C++, which is highly favorable as an on-site solution because of its speed. The hMRI toolbox (Tabelow et al., 2019) was developed as an SPM (Ashburner, 2012) module that expands on the multi-parametric mapping method (Weiskopf & Helms, 2008). Other tools such as mrQ (Mezer, Berman, & Bain, 2016) and QMAP (Hurley, Mossahebi, & Samsonov, 2011) are also primarily designed for brain imaging. In addition to the arrival of community-developed tools for multi-modal qMRI processing, the field of diffusion MRI (dMRI) has recently witnessed an increase in the development of open-source software, bringing more transparency to the diffusion-based microstructural characterization of the brain. For example, the Dmipy Toolbox implemented an array of multi-compartment diffusion models in Python (Fick, Wassermann, & Deriche, 2019), another Python package DIPY brought together dMRI processing methods at multiple levels (Garyfallidis et al., 2014), Camino was developed in Java to provide users with yet another dMRI pipeline (Cook et al., 2006) and TractoFlow (Theaud et al., 2020) introduced container-based reproducible dMRI workflows developed in Nextflow pipeline orchestration tool (Di Tommaso et al., 2017). Yet, brain imaging is not the only qMRI area slowed down by lack of consistency. Recently we published a preprint demonstrating notable disagreements between cardiac qMRI methods (Hafyane et al., 2018). Open-source software can go a long way in explaining these discrepancies, and the cardiac imaging community was recently introduced to TOMATO (Werys et al., 2020), an open C++ framework for parametric cardiac MRI.

As open-source practices in the realm of qMRI become more popular, the need for effective
communication of these tools also increases. This is important not only because we need consistency and transparency in the implementations, but also because non-specialist qMRI users would benefit from better understanding of the methodology. To this end, we envision qMRLab as a powerful tool with which users can easily interact with various techniques, perform simulations, design their experiments and fit their data. We reinforce this vision through our web portal (https://qmrlab.org) that includes interactive tutorials, blog posts and Jupyter Notebooks running on BinderHub, all tailored to a wide range of qMRI methods. The qMRLab portal is open for community contributions.

Currently, qMRLab is used by dozens of research labs around the world, mostly, but not limited to, application in brain and spinal cord imaging. A list of published studies using qMRLab is available on our GitHub repository.

While closed solutions may be sufficient for qualitative MRI (shades of grey lack standardized units), quantitative MRI will not realize its potential if we cannot peek inside the black box that generates the numbers. With qMRLab we want to open the black boxes developed in-house and reach a critical mass of users across all MR vendor platforms, while also encouraging developers to contribute to a central repository where all features and bugs are in the open. We hope that this concept will level the field for MR quantification and open the door to vendor-neutrality. We’ve been sitting in our MR cathedrals long enough. It is now time to join the MR bazaar (Raymond, 1999)!
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